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The Geodetic Software System, originating at the Danish Geodetic
Institute, was based on ideas from the 1950s, and found its first true
incarnation in the Algol language and the custom built geodetic
number cruncher GIER (figure left), from 1961.
Through the years, the system evolved, and was ported to new
programming languagues and computer architectures.
Since the 1990s, the system could broadly be perceived as
consisting of 4 tightly coupled components
●
●
●
●

A metadata management system
A observation data base management system
An adjustment system
A transformation system

But the tight coupling, and the complex architecture resulting from 5
decades of development has made the system largely
unmaintainable once the last of the original authors reached
retirement.
Something drastic needs to be done...

System block architecture

Revitalization strategy

The minimum viable part of the geodetic software
system weighs around 200000 lines of code,
distributed as shown left, between

The primary strategic guideline for revitalization is

REDUCE
the amount of code to maintain locally by

●
●
●
●

trlib, the transformation library
ADJ, the 1D,2D,3D adjustment library
KMStrans2, the GUI interface to trlib
GNSStrans, the ETRS89 transformation
package

But due to the tight coupling, the block
delineations and the corresponding lines-of-code
counts are somewhat arbitrary

DISCARDing
existing code

REIMPLEMENTing as needed
by contributing to exiting open source projects, hence

LEVERAGE
existing geomatics infrastructure environments (notably OSGeo)

Implementation
At SDFE and DTU space, all GNSS
adjustment has, for many years, been
done using Bernese, by and large leaving
only the (much simpler) 1D levelling
adjustment unhandled. We intend to use
the GNU Gama system for this.
Transformations and projections are
reimplemented as part of the leading
projection library proj.4 (originating at
USGS, now part of the OSGeo METACRS
project), which we co-maintain and
contribute heavily to (cf. pull requests,
right).
No final solution has been decided on for
the GNSS-specific transformation
production (i.e. conflating 14 parameter +
deformation model to plain 7 parameter
Helmert for a given location and epoch).
Any advice and suggestions would be
most welcome
The need for the GUI interface to trlib will
be largely gone, once all national
transformations are reimplemented in
proj.4: At that time, they will automagically
be supported by the large majority of
geospatial software, using proj.4 for its
transformation functionality.

